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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an ongoing effort to
develop computer-simulated instrumentation
for the UMTRI Driver Interface Research
Simulator.  The speedometer, tachometer,
engine and fuel gauges, along with warning
lights are back projected onto a screen in front
of the driver.  The image is generated by a
Macintosh running LabVIEW.  Simulated
instrumentation (instead of a production
cluster) was provided so that new display
designs can be rapidly generated and tested.

This paper addresses the requirements for
prototyping software, the advantages and
disadvantages of the packages available, and
the UMTRI implementation of the software,
and its incorporation into the driving simulator.

WHAT TOPICS DOES THIS PAPER
COVER?

For the last three years, a team of engineers
and scientists at UMTRI has been developing
a family of low-cost driving simulators based
on a network of Macintosh computers
(MacAdam, Green, and Reed, 1993).  For one
of the simulators in the family, the Driver
Interface Research Simulator, computer-
generated instrumentation was provided
instead of a cluster from an existing vehicle.
This feature was incorporated into the
simulator to facilitate the testing of a wide
range of new technologies and interface
designs.

The development effort included selection of
display hardware, a review of alternative rapid
prototyping programs, and installation of the
display system in a driving simulator.  Lessons
learned from this effort pertain to prototyping
software, instrumentation design, and driving
simulator development.  This information
should prove useful to those involved in
instrumentation prototyping for human factors,
safety, and marketing evaluations, as well as
instrumentation engineers and developers of
driving simulators.

The remainder of this paper addresses five
questions:

1. Why should instrumentation be
prototyped?

2. What are the requirements for prototyping
software for automotive displays?

3. What are the advantages and
disadvantages of the packages available?

4. How were speedometer/tachometer
clusters implemented in LabVIEW?

5. How was the computer-generated
instrument cluster incorporated into the
UMTRI Driver Interface Research
Simulator?

WHY SHOULD INSTRUMENTATION BE
PROTOTYPED?

In recent times, automotive product
development has become increasingly
focused on satisfying customer desires.
Automotive manufacturers can no longer
assume that customers will buy anything they



produce.  With this emphasis on quality and
customer satisfaction, attention to human
factors engineering/ergonomics has
increased.  Designing products that are safe
and easy to use is very important.

How, then, is ease of use achieved?  In their
seminal paper, Gould and Lewis (1985)
identify three key principles--(1) early focus on
users and tasks, (2) empirical measurement,
and (3) iterative design.  While these
principles seem simple and obvious,
designers and engineers do not think of them
when asked to identify the steps in developing
a system for users.  (See Gould and Lewis,
1985 for the survey data supporting this
claim.)  These principles are viewed as
accepted practice by computer user-interface
designers.

What do these principles mean?  "Early focus
on users and tasks" refers to collecting data on
the physical and mental capabilities of the
people for whom the system is being
designed, identifying exactly what users will
do, and, where possible, collecting data and
directly observing people using current or
similar applications.

"Empirical measurement" refers to quanitifying
the performance of users and the application,
both existing and new.  Measures may include
task completion times, learning times, error
counts, ratings of customer satisfaction, the
number of requests for help in using an
application, willingness to pay estimates, and
many others.  It is difficult to make something
easy to use if ease of use cannot be
measured.  Hence, tools for developing
interfaces must have features that allow for
timing and recording user interaction.

"Iterative design" refers to the idea that no
matter how much up-front planning occurs and
how detailed the specifications, it is unlikely
the product design will be good enough the
first time.  The quality of the design is
proportional to the number of times through
the design, test, redesign loop.  For iterative
design to occur, the first design must be tested
very early in the product development cycle.
This, in turn, requires products that can be
readily fashioned into a form for user testing,
and once testing is complete, be rapidly
modified to incorporate feedback from testing.

Thus, for iterative design to occur, rapid
prototyping tools are required.  Within the
human factors community, HyperCard and
SuperCard, both Macintosh applications, are
the most popular choices for prototyping
interactive control-panel interfaces  (Green,
Boreczky, and Kim, 1990).  These applications
have been used to prototype the TravTek
driver interfaces (Carpenter, Fleischman,
Dingus, Szczublewski, Krage, and Means,
1991), the interfaces developed by UMTRI
(Green, Williams, Hoekstra, George, and Wen,
1993; Paelke and Green, 1993; Serafin, Wen,
Paelke, and Green, 1993), for the ADVANCE
project, and for the ongoing destination entry
experiments in the FAST TRAC project.  In
addition to automotive work, SuperCard has
been an important prototyping tool in the
development of the space station.  Toolbook is
the most popular application for the Windows
environment.

WHAT ARE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
PROTOTYPING SOFTWARE FOR
AUTOMOTIVE DISPLAYS?

Displays to Be Simulated

The displays to be simulated include
speedometers, tachometers, fuel gauges,
engine temperature gauges, oil pressure
gauges, electrical system gauges, the vehicle
and trip odometers, and ISO symbols for
warnings.  For the speedometer-tachometer
cluster, all of the control panel elements of
importance are displays, though most clusters
have a trip reset button, whose operation (for
studies of display legibility) is not critical to
simulate.  Other instrumentation (text-based
warning displays) may also be present in new
and high-line vehicles.

Table 1 shows the display specifications for
the speedometer/tachometer cluster.  Except
for the speedometer (which may be numeric),
all of the displays are moving pointer, fixed
scale indicators.

From these specifications, the prototyping
requirements shown in Table 2 emerge for
moving pointer displays.  The most important
requirement is to be able to show circular and
arc-type displays.



Table 1. Display Specifications for the Speedometer/Tachometer Cluster.

Moving
pointer
displays

Scale type Scale
range

Scale markings Scale numbering Special
markings

Speedometer circular, horizontal,
large arc (GM clusters),
some odd shape scales
(slope up, then
horizontal)

0-120
typical,
may go
to 200

every 5, 2.5, 1 mi/hr,
other combinations
sometimes used

5s (5, 15, 15, ) or
10s (0, 10, 20, )
0 to 5 or 10 mi/hr
may not be
shown*

highlight
55, idle
marks

Tachometer circular 0-7000
typical

may be every 1000,
500, or 250

usually 1000s red line

Fuel gauge circular, arc, horizontal,
vertical

empty-
full

1/2s, 1/4s, may be
low level mark

lots of variety
(E-F, E-1/2-F,
0-F, etc.)

low fuel

Engine
temperature
gauge

circular, arc, horizontal,
vertical

0 160
deg. F

ends of normal
shown

"cold" to "hot," or
temperatures
given

ends of
normal
range

Oil pressure circular, arc, horizontal,
vertical

0-x ends of normal
shown

no consistent
practice

ends of
normal
range

Electrical
system

circular, arc, horizontal,
vertical

0-16
volts

ends of normal
shown, may be at
odd values

no consistent
practice

ends of
normal
range

Table 2. Summary of Moving Pointer Display Requirements

Feature Requirement
moving pointer
scales

• circular, horizontal, vertical or arc-type
• arc size varies from 90 to 300 degrees

color • independently selectable for each display element (background, bezel, scale,
  tick marks, pointer, digits)

font • size and typeface specifyable for each collection of digits
• all typefaces not required (e.g., can substitute Helvetica for Geneva)

scale labels • usually decimal integer sequence (0, 10, 20) but other sequences (5, 10, 15)
  are present
• for some gauges only specific points may be labeled

scale tick
marks

• spaced regularly, though for engine gauges the ends of the normal range and
  the entire scale range may be the only marks shown
• may not be integers (e.g., speedometers may be to nearest 2.5 mi/hr)

pointer • head, tail, etc. should be specifyable
• for speedometer, pointer may not move for first 10 mi/hr (not critical)

miscellaneous
marks

• needs to be able to provide idle marks, red line, color bands for normal, etc.
  on scales

The only numeric displays present on
instrument clusters are the odometer, and
sometimes, the speedometer.  The display
and background colors need to be selectable,
as well as the font (including LED) and size.

While most automotive odometers are
counters with digits on rotating drums,
simulation of drum movement is not critical.



Because ISO symbols are used to label
displays, symbols for fuel, engine temperature,
oil pressure, electrical system, seat belt,
engine, high beam, low washer fluid, turn
signal, and hazard must be in the data set.  It
should be possible to have the symbols to
blink on and off, or between two colors.

Text messages may be incorporated into a
general warning display.  Typeface, size, and
color need to be selectable.  Having the
message blink on and off is not critical.  A
scrolling capability is not required.

To put these requirements in context, two
types of human factors evaluations are usually
conducted:  legibility and understandability.  In
legibility evaluations, characteristics of interest
include display illumination and contrast,
color, and text/digit size and typeface.  Gauge
size and placement may also be issues.  In
understandability evaluations, symbol
comprehension, along with driver
understanding text messages and warnings,
are likely to be the primary concerns.  To
facilitate human factors evaluations, changing
these display characteristics should be easy to
do using the prototyping software.

User and Software Requirements

Interface prototypes are developed by
engineers and designers who typically have
completed one or two programming classes
and have a few months of additional
programming experience.  For those
individuals, the software should be easy to
learn and use.  For rapid prototyping, users
should be able to do productive work within 30
minutes of installing the software, and be fairly
capable after one week of use.

The software should be able to handle serial
communications and Ethernet (for
communication with other computers), and
drive a variety of display resolutions.  This is
so the display control computer can
communicate with the primary simulation
computer or other experiment control
hardware.  The software should run fast
enough that there are not noticeable delays in
display updates.  Handling physical device
input is not important since there are no
controls.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES OF THE PACKAGES
AVAILABLE?

A number of different software packages could
be used to prototype instrument clusters.  (See
Table 3.)  Considerations included the
platforms each ran on, the effort required to
produce a functioning instrument cluster
display, the variety of displays that could be
produced, the execution speed, and the cost
of the software (though hardware costs were
also an issue).  Development effort is a
combination of usability and functionality of an
application.  Execution speed is important for
complex interfaces that must appear
responsive.

LabVIEW was selected because it allows the
rapid creation of reasonable facsimiles of
existing instrument clusters, and it runs on
machines already available.  LabVIEW,
however, does have limitations and they are
discussed in detail later.  HyperCard and
SuperCard are still recommended for
interfaces containing a mixture of controls and
displays.  For this display-intensive
application, preliminary evaluation of
HyperCard and SuperCard prototypes
showed that their execution speed was too
slow.  HyperCard and SuperCard lack
libraries of prebuilt display types, which would
have taken time to construct.  Those libraries
are a major strength of LabVIEW.  Finding and
applying those libraries for programming
languages (e.g., C) would also have been
very time consuming.  The authors liked
VAPS, but the cost for both hardware and
software was too high.  The authors were not
aware of the Altia product or Labtech
Notebook when the original decision was
made.

As an aside, for real world design
applications, prototyping software that runs on
commonly-available laptop computers is a
major advantage and should be considered
by others selecting prototyping tools.
Prototypes running on laptops can be
demonstrated at meetings and taken to
customer sites, greatly facilitating discussion
and design decisions.  While portable UNIX
computers are available, they are not very
common, limiting the usefulness of UNIX-
based prototyping tools.



Table 3.  Packages Available for Prototyping Instrument Clusters.

HOW WERE SPEEDOMETER/
TACHOMETER CLUSTERS
IMPLEMENTED IN LABVIEW?

LabVIEW is a graphical programming system
that is primarily intended to allow the
construction of graphical interfaces to
instrumentation.  For example, one could use
LabVIEW to make a simulated front panel for
an oscilloscope, which is contained on a plug-
in card or controlled via GPIB.  To this end,
LabVIEW comes with a number of different
dials, gauges, and indicators that may be used

to build displays. (See Figure 1.)  Figure 2
shows additions to the library developed as
part of this project.

LabVIEW allows easy modification of its built-
in indicators and controls.  Size, colors, and
fonts may be changed, graphics may be
added, indicator range may be specified, and
other features peculiar to each indicator type
may be altered.  The instrument cluster shown
in Figure 3 was easily constructed by
modifying indicators that come with LabVIEW.

Package Descriptio
n

Platform Effort Ease of
Use/

Ease of
Learning

Flexibility
/Function

-ality

Speed Cost

HyperCard
SuperCard

authoring
software

Mac moderate easy high slow low

Toolbook Windows moderate easy high slow low
Visual Basic

visual
programmin
g language

Mac
Windows

moderate moderate moderate
(better for
GUIs than
control
panels)

moderate low

C/C++
Pascal
Ada
SmallTalk

generic
programmin
g languages

any
computer

high moderate high fast moderate

LabVIEW Mac
Windows

low moderate
(graphical
program-
ming
required)

moderate
(many
pre-built
displays)

slow moderate

Labtech
Notebook

process I/O
board
signals

Windows ? ? ? ? moderate

Hypersignal Windows low ? moderate
(some
pre-built
displays)

slow moderate

Altia specialized
interface

Windows low moderate high moderate high

VAPS prototyping
software

SGI &
UNIX
Windows

low moderate high moderate high



Figure 1: Numeric indicators supplied with LabVIEW

Figure 2: Instrument cluster indicators constructed with LabVIEW



Figure 3:  A sample instrument cluster.

The instrument cluster in Figure 3 shows nine
separate indicators: speedometer, tachometer,
oil, battery, temperature and fuel gauges,
odometer, trip odometer, and trip odometer
tenths of a mile.  The speedometer,
tachometer, and four gauges were created by
modifying the Gauge indicator in LabVIEW.
For the speedometer and odometer the Gauge
indicator was enlarged, and the necessary text
(MPH, RPMx1000) was pasted in.  For the
gauges, the gauge scale was reduced to
approximately 90 degrees of arc (instead of
the near full circle), and the ISO symbols and
scale labels (E, F, C, H, L, H) were pasted in
(LabVIEW supports only numeric ranges.)  In
all cases we set pointer color, font and scale
color, scale type (inward or outward pointing
ticks), and pasted the "button" graphic over the
pointer axis.  Finally, the speedometer
indicator was combined with the three
odometers to form a single cluster indicator,
which can be moved and treated as a single
indicator.  These modified indicators were
then saved as new indicator types, which
allows them to be easily pasted into new
instrument clusters, or to serve as a starting
point for future modifications.

The simulator controls the instrument cluster
by sending it a series of text commands.
Commands to the instrument cluster are a
sequence of tokens, where tokens are
separated by one or more separator
characters (a space in this case).  Each
command is two tokens: the name of the
indicator and its value.  For example, the string
"speed: 50 gas: 0.5" sets the speedometer to
50 mi/hr and the gas gauge to a half tank.

Indicators in LabVIEW are controlled via a
graphical programming language.  In this

language indicators, variables, and functions
are represented by icons, and lines represent
the values passed between them.  Control
structures (if-then, while, etc.) are rectangles
that contain the block diagrams they control.
For example,  a while loop will execute the
block diagram in its rectangle as long as its
associated condition remains true.  If-blocks
have two associated block diagrams, one
executed if the condition is true, the other
executed if the condition is false.

Figure 4 shows the part of the LabVIEW
representation of the program  that controls
the instrument cluster in Figure 3.  For brevity,
error checking and some indicator names
have been omitted.  The outermost rectangle
is the while loop, which is set to run forever.
Each pass through the while loop starts by
reading the next token (from the serial link)
and comparing it with the indicator names.  If
the token matches one of the indicator names,
the True block of the corresponding if-block is
executed (the False blocks of all the if-blocks
are empty, and are not shown here).  The True
block for each indicator reads the next token
and sets the indicator value appropriately.
The rectangular DBL icons represent
indicators.  Sending a value to them changes
the associated indicator.  For example, the
command "gas: 0.5" will cause the True block
of the bottom if-block to be executed.  The
Read Value function will return the number 0.5
(Read Value is like Read Token, except it
assumes the token is numeric), which is then
written to the Gas indicator, setting the needle
to the half-tank position.  The speedometer
indicator is more complicated because it
consists of four independent indicators.  An
extra step is needed to specify which of the
four indicators is being set.
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Figure 4:  Block diagram for instrument cluster.



To provide an impression of what can be done
in LabVIEW, several real instrument clusters
have been prototyped.  Figure 5 shows one
example, resembling a 1996 Dodge Stratus.

Figure 6 shows a cluster resembling a 1996
Honda Accord.  These clusters varied widely
in their appearance and were selected to test
software capabilities.

Figure 5.  1996 Dodge Stratus Cluster.

Figure 6.  1996 Honda Accord Cluster.

Problems with LabVIEW

While LabVIEW allows quick and easy
creation of custom indicators, and allows
these indicators to be arranged freely, there
are limitations to its use as a prototyping
system.  Many of these limitations seem to be
because LabVIEW was not intended to be
able to duplicate control panels and
interfaces, only to provide a reasonable
facsimile.

The most serious shortcoming in LabVIEW is
pointer width.  There are only two choices for
pointer width: one or two pixels.  Both these
are much thinner than the pointers in actual

automotive gauges, and make the gauges
difficult to read quickly.

Another shortcoming is the limitations on
coloring of indicators.  For example, the trip
odometer tenths of a mile is a separate
indicator because there is no way to invert the
color scheme (black on white instead of white
on black) for just one digit.  Similarly, one
cannot make one part of a scale a different
color, or make one number on a scale larger,
or a different font, or a different color.  There
are work-arounds for these problems, but they
tend to be awkward.  The trip odometer tenths



of a mile is one example of this.  For another
example, consider making the tachometer
scale red in the "red line" area.  This can be
done by making a copy of the tachometer,
removing the scale numbers, making the scale
red, reducing the scale arc to the section
corresponding to the red line area, shrinking
the pointer until it is hidden under the "button"
icon, and finally placing it exactly on top of the
existing tachometer.  This new indicator will
not do anything, and its value will never be
set, it just serves to add the red line to the
tachometer.  These limitations do not exist in
specialized prototyping applications, such as
Altia and VAPS.

HOW WAS THE COMPUTER-
GENERATED INSTRUMENT CLUSTER
INCORPORATED INTO THE UMTRI
DRIVER INTERFACE RESEARCH
SIMULATOR?

Projector Selection

The primary implementation decision was the
selection of a display method.  Options
included a projection LCD, a back-illuminated
LCD panel, a small CRT, an LCD panel
illuminated by an overhead projector, or
custom LCD or CRT displays.  Table 4 shows
the advantages and disadvantages of each.  A
projection LCD unit was selected because it
represented the best compromise of cost,
luminance output, and ease of mounting.

LCD projection units are designed to enlarged
images, typically 120 to 300 inches diagonal
size.  To maximize image quality, the entire
screen width (the limiting dimension) should
be used to display the simulated cluster.
Given the 4:3 aspect ratio of a typical display
and 12-inch width of a typical cluster, the
desired diagonal image size is 15 inches.
There are very few projectors capable of
showing images that small.  Some can
present 25-inch diagonal images, and a few
are capable of showing 18-inch diagonal
images (according to manufacturers' product
specification sheets).

To determine if suitable images could be
obtained for conditions outside of the
manufacturers' specifications, informal tests
were conducted with assistance from local
projector distributors.  Sample static cluster

images (saved in Adobe Photoshop) were
projected onto sheets of (8-12 x 11 inch) bond
paper positioned in a landscape format.  Of
the four projectors meeting the basic
requirements, a used Sharp XG-E850U was
purchased for reasons of cost, availability, and
size.  It also had adjustments for zoom and the
up/down angle of the projected image, which
facilitated installation.  Readers seeking a
complete listing of projection displays should
see Putman (1995) or subsequent annual
reviews appearing     AV Review    .

While the display resolution is adequate for
current research needs, future studies of
instrument cluster design will require higher
resolution displays.  Given the resolving
power of a person with 20/20 vision is 1
minute of arc (for gap detection), details
0.0082 inches apart should be resolvable at
28 inches (28 * sin (1/60 degree)), a typical
instrument panel viewing distance.  The
desired displays should be able to present at
least 1463 pixels horizontally for images to
appear continuous.  (Requirements for images
to appear smooth are greater and are
determined by the limits of venire acuity.)  It
seems reasonable to consider double the gap
detection limit (2400 pixels) as an initial
estimate for minimizing jagged images.
Acceptable commercial displays should have
2560 x 1920 pixels, a level of detail several
times greater than what is currently available
(except by special order and at a considerable
price).  The desired display would have a pixel
count of 16 times that currently installed in the
simulator.

How the Equipment Was Installed in
the Driving Simulator

Because of physical interference problems,
installing new equipment in production
vehicles is difficult.  As shown in Figure 6, that
was not necessarily the case with the driving
simulator (a 1985 Chrysler Laser body-in-
white), as there was no engine or drive train,
and many panel-related items (cabling,
ventilation channels, etc.) had been removed.
However, because of the short projection
distance, the projector was mounted directly
above the torque motor (and because of
interference, a projector with a "tower" case
could not be used).



Table 4.  Display Options.

Design Option Mounting
Location

Disadvantages Advantages Preference

Projection
LCD
(active matrix)

under the
hood, back
project on to
small screen
in cluster
location

• hard to find unit suitable
for small screen size (14-
15 inch diagonal)
• image luminance may
not be uniform
• may be difficult to adjust
image luminance
• high cost for display

• easy to mount
(uncongested location)
• easy to get to display
unit (for adjustments)
• easy to get
replacement unit if
needed
• uses full display area

first (best)
choice

Back
illuminated
LCD panel
(active matrix)

in cluster area • hard to mount (depends
on frame size)
• range of luminance
adjustment may be limited
• moderate cost

• largest variety of
product options
• image of uniform
luminance

second
choice

Small CRT in cluster area • CRT that fits in space will
not use full display width
• hard to install, may need
to remove case
• some heat
• if case is removed,
electrical hazards

• image colors and
luminance have wide
adjustment range (but
controls may not be
accessible)
• best range of colors
• uniform display
luminance
• sharp image (no
graininess)
• low hardware cost

third
choice

LCD panel
illuminated by
an overhead
projector

under the
hood,
projector will
have to be
installed
sideways to fit

• overhead projector
luminance is not uniform
across surface
• mounting may be
complex and costly
• stray light from projector

• large variety of product
options (for panel and
projector)
• moderate equipment
cost

fourth
choice

Custom CRT
or LCD
(nonstandard
aspect ratio)

in cluster area • may be difficult to replace
if unit fails
• very high cost

• ease of mounting
• uses full display area

fifth
choice

Projection
CRT

under the
hood, back
project on to
small screen
in cluster
location

• very heavy (at least 100
pounds) and will require
extensive support
structure
• will require repeated
convergence adjustments

• bright image
• large color range

sixth
choice



maximum cluster display area
(4-3/4 in h x 12 in w)

cluster display area
LCD projector

steering wheel

torque motor

8-3/4 in (to mount display including display frame

vehicle structure
(cluster support, 
brackets to support
steering column)

vehicle structure

underside of instrument panel

View for driver seat facing forward

View from left side

Figure 6: Location of LCD projector.

To ensure the projected image remained
aligned with the projection screen frame, the
projector was rigidly attached to an aluminum
plate that was bolted directly to the vehicle
mockup.  Casters were mounted under the
plate to provide support.  The major concern
was that the subjects getting in and out of the
mock up would slam the door and move the
projector.  There was also a problem with
access to the projector on/off switch.

The image is projected onto a thin sheet of
frosted plexiglas.  To reduce image brightness
to desired levels, a thin sheet of bronzed
plexiglass has been placed over the front
surface.  The top sheet of plexiglass will
eventually be replaced by a thin neutral
density filter, most likely aftermarket window
tinting material, to reduce minor blur problems
due to spatially separated imaging surfaces.

A Power Macintosh 7100/80 is dedicated to
generating the instrument cluster.  A serial
cable connects this machine to the main
simulation machine.  The video output of the
instrument cluster computer is split, with one
output driving the projector and the second
driving a standard 13-inch display near the
experimenter's control station.  The duplicate
display serves two purposes.  First, it allows
the experimenter to view the instrument cluster
while the experiment is running, and to verify
that it is operating correctly.  Second, because
the entire display area (instead of just the part
containing the instruments) is visible on the
duplicate display, it is much easier for the
experimenter to set up and run the instrument
cluster.



Selection of a Communication Protocol

Two possibilities existed for sending
commands from the computer running the
simulator to the computer that generates the
simulated instrument cluster: EtherTalk or a
serial connection.  The serial connection was
chosen for the following reasons:

• The simulator already generated a
considerable amount of Ethernet
traffic, and the amount was likely to
increase substantially in the future.

• The bandwidth and speed
provided by a serial connection
was sufficient.

• Early tests showed LabVIEW's
screen updating was slow enough
that it could fall behind with even a
relatively slow serial link.

The serial line is driven at 57600 baud, which
allows enough bandwidth to update 9
indicators 20 times a second.  In practice, this
maximum is never reached.  Indicators are
updated only when their values change, and
only when the speedometer and tachometer
change more than once a second.  Also,
LabVIEW could not keep up with such a rapid
flow of commands.  In tests where LabVIEW
was sent the commands "speed: 0 speed: 60
speed: 0 speed: 60 ...," the speedometer
updated no more than a half-dozen times per
second.  This sluggishness is not a problem
during normal operations.

CONCLUSIONS

1.  Given current state-of-the-art, reasonable-
looking simulated instrumentation can be
presented to drivers in a simulator at a
moderate cost.  The total cost of the hardware
and computer required is equivalent to that of
a low cost, single-channel road scene display
(and associated computer).  Those who do not
need to be able to modify instrumentation
appearance should use real instrumentation
instead to reduce simulator costs.

2.  The preferred method for presenting
instrumentation in a driving simulator is rear
projection using an LCD projector because of
cost and mounting constraints.  Only a few

projectors on the market at the present time
are capable of presenting a small enough
image.  Those projectors typically must be
mounted 2 to 3 feet from the cluster surface.
This short distance may present installation
problems in some circumstances.

3.  An optimal computer simulation of realistic-
appearing instrumentation will require a
several fold increase in display resolution over
current values.

4.  Contemporary instrument clusters consist
primarily of circular gauges and arc displays.
The positioning of tick marks, digit size and
typeface (for scale labels), pointer design, and
color of gauge elements all need to be
specified by users.  Also required is the ability
to add markings (high and low level limits,
etc.) to gauges.  Only high-end prototyping
packages (Altia, VAPS) allow for specification
of all of these display features.

5.  The preferred lower-cost application for
prototyping instrument clusters (at the time the
software was selected) is LabVIEW.  LabVIEW
allows for rapid development of a variety of
gauge types.  However, pointer thickness and
color constraints compromise legibility, a
characteristic to be assessed using
prototypes.  Given recent developments,
Labtech Notebook and Altia should be
reviewed as alternatives.  HyperCard and
SuperCard are still preferred for interfaces
containing a mixture of controls and displays.

6.  For a network-based architecture (such as
that of the UMTRI Driving Simulator), the
instrument-panel display computer should
have a dedicated link to the main computer to
avoid overloading the primary network
between computers.  In this case, a high-
speed serial line was used.

This paper describes some of the initial efforts
to develop a capability to conduct human
factors assessments of vehicle
instrumentation.  The next step is to apply the
capability to interface research, development,
and evaluation.

The use of software prototypes instead of
hardware prototypes speeds the development
process by providing a realistic image to frame
discussions.  Because software prototypes are



easy to modify, iterative human factors tests
and subsequent redesign are less costly.
Application of iterative design should lead to
significant improvements in instrument quality
and customer satisfaction.
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